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Much of the influence of these patrons was due to their
social prestige and the traditional respect paid to the upper
classes. It was in part based upon " kindly interest, ancient
and affectionate recollections, and local and traditional
respect." The willingness of the people to elect members of
noble families and their friends was very marked. In the
election of 1761, twenty-three eldest sons of peers were
returned.1 Even in the counties which were most free from
influence, sixteen sons of peers and nine country lords were
returned, and " forty-nine of the county members can be said
to have inherited their seats/'2 The patron had also to
have some ability, considerable industry, and a retinue
of zealous agents to maintain his position. Wharton was
in some ways a popular character, and he devoted a large
share of his money and time in managing his boroughs. New-
castle also spent his life in the study of the management of
constituencies. Even in the rotten Cornish borough of
Tregony Harley " busied himself/'3 and Newcastle " for at
least nine months before the elections, through his agents in
the different counties which he could influence, prepared
the ground and mollified the electors for the coming contest."
He maintained an almost daily correspondence with his
agents and had to dead even with the <c exact method in
which some individual recalcitrant voter should be treated."4
And even then the patron could very rarely succeed without
the assistance of the Crown. The influence of Newcastle
was to a considerable extent due to his position at the Head
of the Treasury and to his control of the royal powers of
patronage: he was High Steward and later Chancellor of
Cambridge University, Admiral of Sussex, Warden of
Sherwood Forest, and all these offices had powers of patronage
associated with them. Though he thought his power
attached to him personally, he soon discovered after his
dismissal that his personal influence was small when he had
been deprived of the assistance of the Crown.
This assistance might be given in various ways. The Crown
had an unlimited power of creating peerages, and between
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